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Leading figures

Rabbenu Gershom Meor ha-Golah, Germany 960–1028

Rabbi Shlomo ben Isaac (Rashi) (d. 1105), northern France

Rabbi Eliezer ben Nathan (Ra’avan), Germany 1090–1170

Rabbi Ya’akov ben Meir, Rabbenu Tam, Ramerupt, northern France ca. 1100–71

Rabbi Eliezer ben Yoel ha-Levi (Rabya’h), Germany 1140–1240

Rabbi Eleazar of Worms, Germany 1160–1230

Rabbi Yitzhak ben Moshe of Vienna (Or Zaru’a), 1180–1250

Rabbi Simhah of Speyer (? d. early C.13th)

Rabbi Meir ben Baruch (Maharam of Rothenburg), Germany 1215–1293

Rabbi Yedidya ben Israel (? d. late C.13th)